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Abstract

Learning agents can autonomously improve both knowledge and performances by
using learning strategies. Recently, an approach based on a cloning process, called
EVolutionary Agents (EVA), has been proposed to obtain more effective recommen-
dations, generating advantages for the whole agent community through individual
improvements. In particular, users can substitute unsatisfactory agents with others
provided with a good reputation and associated with users having similar interests.
This approach is able to support an evolutionary behavior in the community that
allows the best agents to emerge over the less productive agents. However, such an
approach is user-centric requiring a user’s request to clone an agent. Consequently,
the approach slowly generates modifications in the agent population. To speed up
this evolutionary process, a proactive mechanism called EVA2 is proposed in this
paper, where the system autonomously identifies for each user those agents that in
the community have a good reputation and share the same interests. The user can
check the clones of such suggested agents in order to evaluate their performances
and to adopt them. The results of some experiments show significant advantages
introduced by the proposed approach.
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1 Introduction

A learning information agent autonomously and proactively analyzes dis-
tributed and heterogeneous information sources for building and updating its
knowledge and providing its user with useful recommendations [4, 33, 35]. In
other words, a learning agent should be capable to improve its performances
in time. Recently, some authors proposed to build communities of intelligent
information agents able to modify both their behaviors and their internal
knowledge through the use of learning methodologies [26, 31, 32]. For exam-
ple, in [6] learning agents improve their individual performances by means
of a reciprocal mutual monitoring in order to obtain suggestions about the
best agents which cooperate and integrate their knowledge. In [32], a user can
enrich the knowledge of its agent with that of other agents having similar in-
terests in the community. Differently, other proposals in multi-agent systems
(MASs) [8, 39] adopt reputation models rather than similarity measures both
to promote agent cooperation and to select the most promising agents for
collaboration.

However, while the learning capabilities of an agent produce an improvement
in the agent performances, they do not contribute to advantage also the other
agents belonging to the same community. On the contrary, biologic “evolution”
implies that profitable changes in a population are permanently inherited and
spread over the future generations transcending the lifetime of single indi-
viduals [15, 17]. In such a way, evolution happens when the genetic material
changes from one generation to the next. Differently, occasional changes in
individual entities do not produce evolutionary processes.

By considering the peculiarities of both the learning agent systems and the
“biologic” environments, in [34] an evolutionary framework, called EVolution-
ary Agents (EVA), based on cloning processes and exploiting a reputation
model has been proposed. In EVA individual agent’s improvements in gener-
ating recommendations can induce improvements in the whole learning agent
population.

The evolutionary technique adopted in EVA is similar to the biologic asexual
reproductive processes generating clones that initially are the exact copies of
their parents. On the contrary, in the sexual reproductive processes the par-
ents’ DNA are joined to obtain an individual that mixes their characteristics.
The nature is mainly oriented on the sexual reproduction because individual
changes, in response to environmental changes, are spread on the next gen-
erations more quickly than via asexual reproduction. Cloning can be more
effective than the sexual reproduction in hostile environments, in presence of
strongly selective processes. In this way, the cloning with a suitable mechanism
of selection can implement a simple, but effective, mechanism able to induce
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evolutionary phenomena in a population. In EVA [34] cloning and selection
(based on reputation criteria) techniques are adopted in a MAS for allowing
a user to require the substitution of unsatisfactory agents with other agents
having both similar interests and good reputation in the community.

However, the EVA approach is basically user-centric since it compulsorily re-
quires a user’s request for cloning and substituting his/her agent. The con-
sequence is that the evolutionary processes in the agent population occur
slowly and, for speeding up them, in this paper it is proposed a new proactive
mechanism called EVA2. More in detail, in EVA2 the system autonomously
identifies for each user those agents that in the community have a good repu-
tation and share the same interests. Then the user can evaluate the clones of
such promising agents in order to compare their performances with those of
his/her current agents and, possibly, adopting them.

1.1 Advantages of EVA2

The EVA2 strategy allows to obtain the effectiveness already reached by the
previous EVA approach, improving the efficiency of the results. Some experi-
ments performed in a learning agent-based recommender system, and that we
will describe in Section 4, confirms that the two evolutionary strategies EVA
and EVA2 drastically improve the results in terms of average satisfaction but,
moreover, the experiments highlight that EVA2 introduces a significant speed-
up. In particular, the result obtained by EVA after 45 days is reached by EVA2
after only 25 days. This reduction of temporal cost is clearly due to the use of
the proactive mechanism of agent selection implemented by EVA2, that helps
the user to choose the agents to substitute.

Another experimental analysis shows that EVA2 seems to work well by testing
at each session a number of new agents closed to 50 percent of the size of the
agent set, while the users that test a too low or too high number of agents
obtain less effective performances.

The paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 presents an overview of the EVA
framework, while Section 3 introduces the new evolutionary strategy EVA2.
An evaluation of EVA2 is presented in Section 4, while some related work
about mutual agent monitoring is provided in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6
some conclusions are drawn.
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2 Overview of EVA

This section presents an overview of the EVA framework. The basic idea ex-
ploited in EVA is that, in presence of an unsatisfactory agent, a user can
require the system to provide him/her with one or more suitable and per-
forming agents. For each agent in the EVA framework, the system computes a
score based on both the similarity with the user’s interests and its reputation
(considered likely to a genetic component) in the community. The agents hav-
ing the best scores are cloned and sent to the requester user. In the following,
let u be a generic user belonging to the users’ community U and assisted by
a set Au = {ai | i = 1 · · ·nu} of nu information software agents ai supporting
his/her Web activities with recommendations.

2.1 Computing the user’s satisfaction

For each Web page visited by u, each agent ai generates for him/her some
suggestions (i.e., Web links). Considering the life of ai, let Ri and Lu be the
sets, partially overlapping, of the Web links suggested by ai to u and those
selected by u, respectively. To evaluate the quality of these recommendation
sets, precision and recall measures [19, 29] have been used. Precision is the
fraction of the recommendations considered as relevant by u with respect to the
potentially relevant recommendable links stored in Lu. Recall is the fraction of
the links actually selected by u and successfully recommended by ai but alone
it is meaningless because returning all possible links as recommendations it is
equal to 1. A good recommender agent should have both high precision and
recall values. Precision and recall of Ri can be formally defined as:

Pre(Ri) =
|Ri

∩
Lu|

|Ri|
; Rec(Ri) =

|Ri
∩
Lu|

|Lu|
(1)

To consider together recall and precision, their harmonic mean, known as F-
measure [44] is used. Weighting the precision with respect to the recall, it is
obtained the more general Fβ-measure, where β is a non-negative real:

Fβ(Ri) = (1 + β2) ∗ Pre(Ri) ∗Rec(Ri)

β2 ∗ Pre(Ri) +Rec(Ri)
(2)

In EVA precision, recall and Fβ measures are adopted to compute the sat-
isfaction of u for the recommendations provided both by his/her agent ai in
Ri and by his/her whole agent-set Au by considering the union of the sets Ri

relative to each agent ai ∈ Au. Formally:
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Fig. 1. The evolutionary strategy of the EVA framework

Pre(Au) =
|∪n(u)

i=1 Ri
∩
Lu|

|∪n(u)
i=1 Ri|

; Rec(Au) =
|∪n(u)

i=1 Ri
∩
Lu|

|Lu|
(3)

Fβ(Au) = (1 + β2) ∗ Pre(Au) ∗Rec(Au)

β2 ∗ Pre(Au) +Rec(Au)
(4)

Furthermore, the Fβ-measure is adopted to synthetically evaluate the user’s
satisfaction simply by observing the acceptance of the provided recommenda-
tions.

2.2 Cloning mechanisms to improve user’s satisfaction

The EVA framework (depicted in Figure 1), to increase the users’ satisfac-
tion about the agents, implements an evolutionary strategy managed by two
types of agent, namely: i) the Local Evolution Manager (LEMu) agent as-
sociated with each user u; ii) the Global Evolution Manager (GEM) agent
associated with the Multi Agent System. The evolutionary strategy is based
on the following ideas:

• The satisfaction of a user u for the suggestions provided by his/her agent-set
Au is measured by Fβ(Au).

• Each user u can arbitrarily set both the coefficient β, used in computing
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Fβ(Au), and the satisfaction threshold ρu for Fβ(Au) under which u is un-
satisfied of the recommendations generated by his/her agent-set.

• For each user u his/her LEMu agent periodically computes Fβ(Au). If
Fβ(Au) < ρu then LEMu: i) identifies the set UAu of the unsatisfactory
agents for which Fβ(ai) < ρu; ii) deactivates the agents belonging to UAu;
iii) sends a triplet ⟨UAu, ρu, ψu⟩ (with the set UAu, the threshold satisfac-
tion ρu and the parameter ψu ∈ [0.0, 1.0], that represents how much the user
u weights the similarity with respect to the reputation) to the GEM agent;
iv) requires the substitution of the deactivated agent with other, presum-
ably more satisfactory, to the GEM agent. The GEM agent (see below)
will determine a set of substitutes agents based on both their reputation in
the community and the similarity (represented by ψu) with the deactivated
agents. For example, if ψu = 0.3 the user gives a 30% of relevance to the
similarity and a 70% of relevance to the reputation.

• The GEM agent maintains a similarity matrix Σ = {Σi,j}, i, j ∈ MAS
where each element belongs to [0.0, 1.0] and represents the similarity be-
tween two agents of the MAS computed as in [32]. Moreover, for each agent
a ∈MAS the GEM agent stores a reputation coefficient ra ∈ [0.0, 1.0] (see
Section 2.3) that represents a measure of how much the community con-
siders satisfactory the performances of a. When GEM receives the LEMu

request (i.e., ⟨UAu, ρu, ψu⟩), it inserts in the set Cµ those agents of the MAS
having Fβ > ρu with which to substitute each agent µ ∈ UAu. Then, GEM
computes for each agent a ∈ Cµ the following score:

s(a, µ) = ψu · Σa,µ + (1− ψu) · ra (5)

and, based on it, chooses as substitute of µ the agent subµ with the best
score (in the case of equal score, the agent having the best Fβ-measure will
be chosen).

• The GEM creates, for each agent µ ∈ UAu, an agent sub∗µ cloned by the
substitute agent subµ and having the same ontology. Similarly that in [32],
the ontology of an information agent contains both its categories of inter-
ests and the causal implications (i.e., relationships between the considered
events) learnt by it during its life. Thus, cloning is the duplication of this
information as in the nature is duplicated the genetic material. The clone
agent sub∗µ is then transmitted to the LEMu agent in substitution of the
unsatisfactory agent µ. From now the agent sub∗µ will be completely inde-
pendent from its parent µ living in the environment of another user. This
way, the agent sub∗µ monitoring the activity of u probably it will modify its
initial personal ontology with new information.

Summarizing, the strategy of EVA consists in permitting to a user u of sub-
stituting each his/her unsatisfactory agent µ with another agent sub∗µ ∈MAS
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Fig. 2. An example of Descent Tree

based on a cooperation between the agents LEMu and GEM . This substi-
tution should advantage the user u being sub∗µ the clone of an agent with:
i) a Fβ-measure (computed by its own user) greater than the u’s satisfaction
threshold ρu; ii) a top score, computed based on both its reputation in the
MAS and its similarity with the substituted agent. The first property assures
that the parent agent of sub∗µ satisfies its own user but not that its clone will
produce an Fβ-measure satisfactory for u that has a different perception of the
satisfaction. The second one guarantees both that the parent agent of sub∗µ
has a good reputation in the community and that its personal ontology is
similar to that of the agent µ. Together, these properties provide u with new
agent-sets potentially able to improve the Fβ(Au) measure.

2.3 Agent’s reputation in the EVA environment

In MASs the reputation (i.e., the opinion of an agent about something [9]) has
been studied in a lot of models and surveys (see Section 5) and, accordingly
with [38], three main issues are recognized: i) reputation of an agent is a
multi-dimensional concept (For instance, the reputation of a good eBay seller
summarizes those of having good products, applying suitable prices, giving
appropriate products descriptions, providing fast and secure delivery, etc.);
ii) each agent has a different ontological dimension of the reputation (i.e., it
weights each aspect of the reputation differently based on its personal point
of view); iii) in a MAS there are an individual (for each agent) and a social
(for the MAS) dimension of the reputation.

In particular, in EVA the individual dimension of the reputation is only that
to provide effective recommendations to the agent’s owner and the social di-
mension is the cloning activity (remember that an agent can be cloned and its
clones supporting other users). As possible ontological dimensions (see Section
2.1) both the precision and the recall of the recommendations can be iden-
tified. Consequently, as a global measure of the individual reputation of the
agent a is adopted the Fβua

(a) measure that considers both the two ontological
dimensions (ua denotes the owner of a and βua the quantitative representation
of the consideration of ua for the precision with respect to the recall).
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The agent reputation has also to consider that the evolutionary strategy im-
plies a cloned agent is moved in a new environment. The relationships intro-
duced by the cloning in the set of agents are described by the same terminology
adopted to represent genealogical relationships. For instance, in Figure 2-(A)
a “genealogical” tree represents a set of agents, associated with the nodes,
involved in cloning processes, associated with edges, and where a parent is the
agent cloned and a child is one of its clones. Furthermore, it is possible to
define the following formal definition:

Parent and Sibling Agent - Let a be an agent of the community. We denote
by childrena the set of one or more clones of this agent. Two agents b and c,
both belonging to childrena, are called sibling agents. Correspondingly, a is
called the parent agent of each agent belonging to childrena

Ancestor Agent - Let a and p be two agents of the community. We say
that p is an ancestor agent of a if either: i) p is the parent agent of a, or ii)
recursively there is an agent c in the community such that a is a descendant
of p via c.

Relatives, Descent Tree and Kinship Degree - Let a and b be two agents
of the community. We say that a and b are relatives if they share a common
ancestor agent p. We call family of a, denoted by Fa the set of all the relatives
of a. We define the Descent Tree of a, a tree DTa = ⟨V,E⟩ such that i) each
agent x ∈ Fa is associated with a unique vertex va ∈ V and ii) each pair
(x, y), x, y ∈ Fa, such that x is the parent agent of y, is associated with a
unique edge ex,y ∈ E. Finally, let a and b be two agents, such that they are
relatives. We define the kinship degree of a and b, denoted by ka,b, the length
of the path that links a and b in the Descent Tree DTa.

As a consequence:

(1) At the cloning time, each clone b of an agent a (i.e., b ∈ childrena) is
identical to a and inherits its reputation.

(2) Since b supports a user, different from that of a, its initial inherited
reputation will evolve in time taking into account also the satisfaction
degree of its current owner. The inherited reputation and the individual
satisfaction are combined in a unique, global, measure of reputation.

(3) For the cloning processes, each agent a belongs to a family of relatives
(i.e., the descent treeDTa) with which a shares some similarities inherited
from the cloning process and that affect its performances. This introduces
a social component in the computation of the reputation.

These observations are summarized in the reputation coefficient ra associated
with each agent a, with ra ∈ [0.0, 1.0] (where 1.0 means a complete relia-
bility of a). This coefficient is weighted using the Fβ measures of all the n
agents belonging to the descent tree DTa. Each contribute due to an agent b
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is weighted in a decreasing manner, based on the kinship degree k between a
and b in DTa, by a coefficient equal to 1/(ka,b+1). This way, the contribution
to the satisfaction obtained by each other relative is as smaller as higher is
the kinship degree with respect to a. More formally:

ra =

∑
b∈Fa

Fβb
(b)

ka,b∑
b∈Fa

1
ka,b

(6)

For example, in Figure 2-(B), the agent e has a Fβ-measure (i.e., satisfaction)
equal to 0.9 but a reputation of 0.696.

3 The novel EVA2 strategy

To speed up the evolutionary process in the agent community a new strategy
has been implemented. More in detail, in this new approach, the GEM agent
i) has to satisfy the user’s request to substitute his/her unsatisfactory agents,
as in the native EVA strategy,and ii) proposes to the user of testing those
agents that potentially could enter in his/her agent set in substitution of other
agents or in addition to them. In order to perform this proactive mechanism,
the native EVA strategy presented in Section 2.2 is modified as follows:

• The information that the LEMu agent of each user u sends to the GEM
agent are now represented by a tuple ⟨UAu, ρu, ψu, Tu, Nu⟩ where the first
three parameters have the same meaning described in Section 2.2, while Tu
and Nu are two u’s parameters that respectively specify the time (expressed
in days) between two consecutive test sessions and the number of agents,
ranging in [0;Ng], that u desires to test for each test session (Note that 0
means that u does not want to test any agent, while Ng is the maximum
number of agents to test in a single test session and it is a system parameter).

• The GEM agent exploits its similarity matrix Σ and the agents’ reputation
scores to select for each user u, accordingly to his/her parameters ρu, ψu,
Tu and Nu, a set of agents to clone for a new u’s test session.

• After each test session the LEMu agent evaluates the performances of each
clone proposed by the GEM agent. For the agents that really increase the
user’s satisfaction they can be added to the own agent-set Au or substitute
the less performing agents in Au.
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4 Experimental results

In this section some experiments devoted to test in a MAS the novel strategy
implemented in EVA2 are presented. Experiments have been carried out, sim-
ilarly to that performed to evaluate the native EVA strategy (see 2.2) in [34]),
on the top of the CILIOS recommender system [32] for suggesting Web pages
to users. In particular, each recommended Web page i is associated with two
rates, ranging in [1, · · · , 5], to represent both the relevances of i for the user
evaluated by the system (pi) and explicitly provided by the user after his/her
visit to i (ri).

The experiments have involved two sets S1 and S2, each composed of 75 real
users. The users of S1 adopt the new EVA2 strategy, while those of S2 use
the old EVA strategy. Each user is provided with a set of 10 agents, and the
evolutionary strategy EVA2 has been set for testing 5 agents in the agent set of
each user (i.e., Nu = 5). A set of XML Web sites publicly available at [27] have
been exploited and each agent has been provided with a personal ontology, like
to that in [32], using the concepts stored in [27]. Each agent is a CILIOS agent,
while the MAS is managed by a GEM agent. The average satisfaction AS(S)
of the users belonging to each set S is computed as AS(S) = 1

|S| ·
∑

u∈S F1(Au)

(we have chosen to use the Fβ-measure with a value β = 1).

The values of AS(S) obtained in the tests are shown in Figure 3. In this
figure, the noEV line represents the average satisfaction computed on the
users belonging to S1

∪
S2 after the first five days, without activating any

evolutionary strategy. The curve EVA2 (resp. EVA) represents the average
satisfaction AS(S1) (resp. AS(S2)) obtained activating the strategy EVA2
(resp. EVA) for several days.

The results clearly show that the two evolutionary strategies EVA and EVA2
drastically improve the results in terms of average satisfaction. Moreover, we
see that EVA2 introduces a significant speed-up in improving the users’ satis-
faction. In particular, the result obtained by EVA after 45 days (AS=0.83) is
reached by EVA2 after only 25 days. This reduction of temporal cost is clearly
due to the use of the proactive mechanism of agent selection implemented by
EVA2, that avoids the user manually chooses the agents to substitute.

In order to study the effect of the number Nu of agents that a user u can sub-
stitute, we have performed a second experiment, in which we have monitored
four set of users, denoted by S3, S4, S5 and S6, each composed of 25 users,
where the users of each set exploits a different value of Nu. More in particular,
the users of S3 (resp. S4, S5, S6) exploits a value Nu = 2 (resp. Nu = 4,
Nu = 6, Nu = 8). In Figure 4 we have plotted the average satisfaction AS of
each set for different values of time.
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The figure shows that the best satisfaction is obtained in the set of the users
exploiting Nu = 6, while the second best score is obtained by the users ex-
ploiting Nu = 4. The users that exploit very low or very high values of Nu

(i.e., Nu = 2 and Nu = 8) obtain less effective performances.

We argue that EVA2 seems to work well by testing at each session a number
of new agents closed to 50 percent of the size of the agent set.

5 Related Work

Nowadays, multi-agent systems (MASs) are widely recognized as a consoli-
dated approach to deal with dynamic environments [25], particularly in the
case of large systems [1], where a number of models and architectures have
been proposed [41,43]. In such a context, in order to achieve its goals a MAS
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has to adapt both its structure and its behaviors to the changes produced in
the environment. This implies continuous modifications in the organization
of the MAS and/or in the composition of the agent population in terms of
roles, groups, tasks and interactions. In the biologic sense these modifications
can be considered an “evolutionary process” of adaptivity in presence of en-
vironmental changes [15]. In the remaining of this section we overview some
approaches that, to the best of our knowledge, are close to our proposal.

In the aforementioned scenario, a relevant issue is represented by the activity of
monitoring learning agents. In this perspective, an evolutionary process means
to learn and keep up with a dynamic changing world leaving each agent to
interact with each other [42] for maximizing some utility factors. The results
of such a process are not predictable but an agent could be considered effective
in its society only when its utility grows in time [13].

Thus, each learning agent, in order to suitably support its user in a personal-
ized manner, should be provided with an internal representation about his/her
interests and behaviors. To this aim, an ontology representing knowledge of
a given domain is usually exploited to capture information between concepts
and their relationships [2, 3, 14, 32]. To select the best agents for knowledge-
sharing purpose, agents can exploit a common ontology or, in open MASs,
several individual ontologies, and in this case inter-ontology properties should
be detected to provide agents with a common language.

Some MASs provided with a common ontology are presented in [6, 18]. In
the system described in [6], the semantic properties of similarity and com-
plementarity are modeled by parameters. They are taken into account by
some adaptive algorithms together with past and current user’s choices for
suggesting to him/her a set of cooperative agents as closer as possible to
his/her expectancies. In [18] authors design collaborative agents for learning
and adapting processes to model dynamic users’ profiles for realizing profitable
interactions. The user’s browsing behavior is implicitly tracked by means of
a personalized search system to extract his/her short and long term inter-
ests. The interests are represented by ontological concepts (common to all the
agents) constructed by mapping to a reference ontology the Web pages visited
by each user. The approach proposed in [32] induces logical rules to repre-
sent agent’s behavior in the ontology by means of a connectionist ontology
representation, derived from [10], based on neural-symbolic networks. Here
the mutual monitoring is realized by introducing a similarity measure of the
agent ontology, also considering a logical representation of the agent’s behav-
ior. In the systems presented in [7,12,16] several agents’ ontologies coexist and
discrepancies among individual concepts for synonymies and homonymies are
solved for allowing agents’ cooperation. Agents cooperate in order to recom-
mend resources by considering similarities between user profiles, which reflect
social and semantic features existing in the system.
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In the aforementioned works, when the knowledge of an agent is inadequate to
support its user, it can be enriched with that of other agents via: i) knowledge
integration, as in [6]; ii) direct interaction, as in [18]; iii) learning from logical
rules, as in [32]. The definition of inter-ontologies properties is preventively
required in presence of different ontologies, as in [7, 12, 16]. These processes
permanently modify the knowledge of the involved agent. Differently, in EVA
knowledge evolves i) in each agent only monitoring the behavior of the cur-
rent user and ii) in the overall agent set by adding or deleting clones from
it. Moreover, the learning activity realized in [12] can improve in time the
effectiveness of the agent but, differently from our approach and those pre-
sented in [6, 18], this improvement does not introduces in the whole system a
cooperative behavior among the agents.

Although the similarity among agents plays a main role to determine the
most appropriated agent to interact [20], other semantic properties, also re-
ciprocally combined as in [6], can be exploited to obtain a refined knowledge.
In large and dynamic agent societies, some authors consider the possibility to
adopt a reputation system [45] to support future agent interactions. Reputa-
tion models, in order to represent the trustworthiness of an agent, considers
a lot of malicious behaviors possibly adopted to avoid a correct perception of
the reputation (the interesting reader can refer to [9, 22, 28, 30, 37, 39] for a
more comprehensive overview).

In many models the different reputation sources are often evaluated by weigh-
ing their credibility [9,21,36,38], usually represented by their own reputation
while in EVA is used the Fβ-measure. Furthermore, in the “genealogic” repu-
tation approach of EVA the contribution to the reputation of an agent due to
its ancestors is weighted by genealogic distances. This way, the agent’s ances-
tor that are closest to the involved agent has a larger relevance in determining
the agent’s reputation. At the best of our knowledge, no other system adopts
this approach to obtain a sort of “forgiveness” effect, commonly based on
temporal considerations [24]. However, other decay laws could be exploited as
in CellTrust [21] where it is adopted an exponential decay law that is time
independent.

The cloning process represents a possible way to solve different problems in-
cluding, for example, searching, knowledge transfer, overload conditions, fail-
ure risks and adaptivity to changes requiring the reorganization of a MAS.
Frequently this technique is exploited in a distributed environment, leaving
the whole cloning task on the agents’ shoulders, while centralized approaches
are rarely proposed in the literature.

Cloning of personal agents are presented in [11, 40] for load balancing rea-
sons. Agents rationally detect when i) they are overloaded, ii) resources are
available and iii) clones produce beneficial effects in the system. When such
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constraints are satisfied, an agent autonomously clones itself and gives to its
clone a part of its tasks. In [40] an agent could be generated locally on its ma-
chine and then migrated on another machine or directly cloned on the remote
computer. Birukou and al. [5] presents a MAS for facilitating scientific pub-
lications search. To generate effective recommendations, each user’s agent, in
the interest of other users, describes in behavioral patterns how its owner uses
publications. Agents share their knowledge and clone themselves to transfer
their knowledge upon request of another less expert agent. A recent rare cen-
tralized cloning architecture is developed in [23] to support users in reports
writing to reduce their information contribution. Agents are mobile and write
a certain amount of text automatically and independently. Agents work lo-
cally and on a network without producing identical reports, even in presence
of identical contents provided by the user.

The presented cloning examples involve personal agents as EVA. In [11, 40],
cloning is generated by autonomous agents’ choices, while in [5] it is due to a
request of another agent and in [23] it is decided by a central entity. Instead,
in the EVA architecture the cloning task raises by a different mechanism and
it is carried out by means of the interaction between a personal agent (i.e.,
the LEM agent) and the central agent (i.e., the GEM agent).

6 Conclusions

EVA is an evolutionary agent system based on a cloning process that allows
a user to increase the own satisfaction level. EVA, in its first version, allows
an unsatisfied owner of his/her agents can require to the system of providing
him/her with clones of those agents belonging to the community that are
considered similar for interests to the requester user, having a good reputation
in the whole agent community and potentially effective for him/her. As a
consequence, individual agent improvements in providing recommendations
involve the whole agent community supporting an evolutionary behavior and
allowing the better agents to predominate in time over the less productive
agents. The core of the EVA strategy is a reputation model, where a clone
agent initially inherits the reputation of its parent agent and then it will
autonomously evolves in its own environment, using its learning capabilities
to increase this “genetic”, initial contribution to its reputation. However, this
approach slowly produces changes in the agent population. This characteristic
is intrinsic of the exploited user-centric approach that needs of a user’s request
to clone an agent.

To provide a solution to the problem of speeding up the evolutionary process
implemented in EVA, in this paper a novel proactive strategy, called EVA2,
is presented. In particular, the system, autonomously and accordingly to the
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user’s preferences, selects those agents candidates to potentially improve the
performances of the agent-set supporting the user. Periodically, some agent
clones are proposed by the system to the user, for a test session. After each
test session those agents that really increase the performances could be added
to the user’s agent set, or substitute the less performing agents. To verify if this
new strategy effectively promotes evolution more efficiently than the native
approach, an experimental campaign has been realized and the results have
been evaluated. The experiments have confirmed the effectiveness of the novel
approach showing that the performances increase more quickly with respect
to the previous EVA approach.
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